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Why buy Contact 
Scoops & Buckets ? 

 

No Quibble Guarantee: 
If you are dissatisfied in any way with your Contact forklift scoops performance, return it to us, and we will refund you in 
full. 
 
Tested & Certificated: 
All Contact’s forklift scoops and tipping buckets are ‘CE’ marked, fully tested and and come supplied with Certificates of 
Conformity for compliance with Health & Safety regulations 
 
Heavy Duty Construction: 
With 8mm thick steel side plates and 6mm thick base plates, it is not uncommon for Contact’s tipping scoops to be still in 
operation some 20 years after purchase.   
 
Under Slung Design: 
With some of Contact’s tipping scoops having an under slung design, this allows the scoop to be position closer to the 
forklift truck. The closer the tipping scoop is to the forklift truck, the less the forklift will be de-rated (lowered in 
capacity), and subsequently, the larger the scoop that can be used. Under slung designed scoops allow for small capacity 
forklifts to handle larger capacity tipping scoops. 
 
No Clogging With Wet Sand 
The ‘Radius’ curved nature of some of Contact’s forklift scoops means even wet sand can be tipped without clogging on 
discharge. 
 
Long Reach For Easy Loading/Unloading 
Long reach design on some of Contact’s tipping buckets allows for easy loading and unloading of the forklift scoop into 
the back of vans and lorries. These long reach design tipping scoops also come with a shallow tipping arc, making them 
ideal for tipping when headroom is restricted. 
 
Calibrated For Trading Standards 
Calibration of Contac’ts tipping scoops can be carried out if required, with Trading Standards stamp of approval. This 
allows the forklift scoops to be used for point of sale measuring 
 
  
We hope the above helps demonstrate the quality and features of a Contact forklift scoop, and welcome the opportunity 
to supply you with a high quality tipping scoop  to assist with your material handling needs.  


